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INTRODUCTION 


Maybe you have picked up this book because you're starting a 
course in Media Studies (given the title, it's a filir guess). Perhaps 
you arc an English teacher and you are going to 'pick up' some~ 
media teaching and need to be one step ahc·ad of the students. Or 
you could be a parent, wondering what Media Studies is really all 
about aud whether your child should spend their tirnc engaging 
with it. Or you could be such a polymath that you have no voca·~ 
tiona! reason or vested interest whatsoever. It would be nice to 
think that some of you are in that last category. 


ff you arc a media student, the assulllption will be that you've 
never studied it bef(n·e (although it might be a usd1.1l 'refi·csher' 
even if you have). All the way through, the emphasis will be on 
distinguishing between everyday media engagement and critical 
1uedia literacy. Just by being alive in the contemporary 'mediated' 
world, we all respond actively to media -we never just 'take it in' 
without any thought or interpretation. Equally, the distinction 
I ot•tween our 'real world' experiences and media experiences are not 
.dways dear-cut. Media are, for most people, part of our 'lifeworld'. 


refer to media in our conversations, use 111edia as reference 
potnts in all kinds of ways and increasingly respond to, adapt or 
v\\'IJ create media for public reception through Y ouTube and other 
''Web 2.0' affordances. But the critical media student brinbrs to this 
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everyday engagement a range of academic theories and approaches. 
Textual analysis is the practice of deconstructing media products to 
understand how they are constructed and how people receive them 
in different ways. Theories of media and power look at ownership, 
control, regulation and politics in historical and economic contexts. 
Put simply, who controls media and does controlling media equate to 
controlling us? In a democracy, what should media be ji1r? Academic 
approaches to rnedia globalization go beyond 'the global village' to 
explore the role media play in blending local, national and intcma-
tional identities. Theories of change are alJ about technology - the idea 
of 'Media 2.0' and claims and counterclaims about the impact on new 
social media on how we communicate, engage with the public world 
and, ultimately, how we think. There are plentiful 'brave new world' 
theories and plentiful counterarguments- words of caution. There are 
optimistic and dystopian theories about the fi1ture and the next 
generation of media students will doubtless look back at all this 
with amusement. But, as they say, we are where we are. If all these 
theoretical areas aren't enough to deal with, media students need to 
create their own media as well and present thi~ in a 'theorizing' 
context, reflecting on the creative process and taking a step back 
.ti-om their own products to do textual analysis on them. 


Hopefully, we are done with the 'soft option' idea already. 


A BRIEF HISTORY 


I like to think of the history of Media Studies through hip hop song 
titles. 


In the first phase of the subject- hom the 1960s to the 19HOs - it 
was generally accepted that the media had lots of power over 
people and this was probably quite often a bad thing, so Media 
Studies would help people 'resist' tllis power. At this time, Media 
Studies was dominated by the study of 'mass media' - 'Television, 
the drug of the nation'. I studied media during this phase. Practical 
work was a part of it. but it needed, as Gauntlett describes it 'Big 
Stuff, which meant lots of time in edit suites doing 'crash editing'. 
Exciting, but very hard to produce impressive work. 


In the second phase (1990s and the tlrst part of the 21st century, 
pre-broadband), Media Studies passed beyond 'the relevance boom' 
into ~m era of digital creativity, making use of affordable and accessible 
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1 ,·dmology to give students the chance to develop production skills ~ 
order to imitate conventions of'real' media products and/or to gam 
•'ntry into 'the media' for employment. . 


Phase three _ the online age, where we are now, contam~ features 
, ,J the previous two stages but with one fundamental sluft - tl:e 
I mernet. This allows us to see much more clearly the dynanuc 
t<·lationship between media producers, audiences, critical fans and 
.11 nateur 'prosumers'. Nobody is saying that the Internet has changed 
··verything for everyone (here's a sobering though~ - most people 
111 the world don't have it), but it has made the d1stmcuon betw~en 
'rhe media' and 'us' harder to hold on to. So we are, if you hke, 
now doing Media Studies 'after the media'. This is where you 
n >me in. 


liOW THE BOOK WORKS 


fVIost Media courses are organized into discrete elements, ranging 
tmm 'Television Studies' to 'Game Design' and more abstra~t areas 
11kc 'Postmodernism'. You will notice that the chapters of tlus book 
.m' arranged on broader thematic lines. This is so ~ou can apply 
tlwse 'ma.cro' ideas to the detail, whatever that nught be - and 
Media Studies is a huge 'horizontal discourse', so any other 
lj>proach would skew this introduction too much towards one way 


'1f doing it. . . . . 
Each chapter starts with a set of key obJeCtives to: your under-


·.Lmding and then takes you through a set of academiC a~proac~1es, 
cuutemporary examples and more detailed case stud1e~. Tim pro~des 
,1 template, tor you to adapt to your own areas of mterest. It .s. an 


· ' 1 1 .•• • • ' - · • develop as a cnt:lcal mtroduct1011 , of course, to t 1e oas1cs so ,ts you · . · . 
di 'll i· , tl , ' ntry level' explorations and •.t udent of me a, you w1 ta s.e 1ese e · . , 


lll,tke them your own, take them in your owr~ new .dtrectmns 
.111 d go beyond them. That said, each chapter is wntten w1th an eye 
nn the franling 'benchmarks' for all undergradua.te med1a c~urses, 


they will serve as a reliable toolkit for studymg medra m any 
1 oll text at this level. 


A couple of years ago, I was invited ont.o the BBC's Today 
{>;Mramme to talk about the subject and tmmed1ately commanded to 
·,1r.'t~nd your discipline'. I replied, to the amusement of the presenter 
1hc1t I was bored with being asked to do so. But it's true. I've been 
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teaching, researching and writing about media now for 20 years. 
It dominates my life and any distinction between engaging with 
media 'for pleasure' and doing it for work have been eroded 
beyond reconstruction (a very postmodem existence). It's easy 
enough to watch The X Factor with rny £·unily and, at the same 
time, think about 'interpellation'. I can do that because I had some 
great media teachers when I was much younger. But, still, never a 
week goes by when I don't get asked what Media Studies is and/or 
why people should do it. 


I hope that reading this book will provide you with the answers 
to those 'boring' questions and to help you get started. Much more 
exciting is this - you are now a part of Media Studies, a catalyst, an 
agent in its future. Use the power for good. 


Julian McDougall 
June 2011. 


AIMS 


STUDYING MEDIA 


WHY, WHAT, HOW AND WHO? 


This chapter will introduce you to: 


I . tudyinu media; * a range of diflcrent approac tes t<: s . ,~. 
f r :1 f Mech·t Studtes, 


* the history o mec ta ant .t: I . '. ' ts used by students of media. 
* the most important theoretJGl com ep . . 


MEDIATION 


. . . 1 life _ yours, mine, and every-
Welcome to the study of e:eryt ayh'' l)oOk ~xpectiug to rind out 


1 l ' lf . u 'lre looknvr at t ts f l' bocy e se s. . yo ' · :::> l n, stutf o ore mary 
:1 . , 1 · t about the munc a .e · · · 


about 'the mec Ja anc no , . . ·t·Jtement will have snq)tised 
. . tl 't tlus opemng s , 


human existence, lt l .. ' . c.fi '·d But welcome anyway. 
I i you 1111 rrht be con ust. · 


you, penaps, anc .0 . • . 1 to onr existence that we 
. The point is that mcdta a:e,fi so cer:tr~rything else and bracket otf 


, 11 , . . t, 'the medta rom eve f 
em t rea y sep,tr,l e . . 'th media and the rest o our 
the moment~ when we are engagmg wt 
waking hours. 


. , hin.,. we have to make time for? 
* Do we see 'going onhne as somet . t~d acknowledge it~ methods 
* Do we notice every advert.tsement: h it succeeds? 


of persuasion and the degree to w tc 
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* Are we able to distinguish between 'physical' experiences of 
reality and the ideas we get from media? 


* Can we separate screen reading from traditional text reading? 
* Are our Facebook friends just virtual? 


Most of the time, those of us that have access to fast-speed 
Internet and mobile devices live in a kind of 'blended reality' and 
all sorts of media dominate the lives we lead - our Jives, then are 
'mediated', we live in a 'media environment': 


Media Studies starts from the observation that media now permeate 


almost every moment of our existence. There is almost nothing that we 
do that escapes mediation. 


(Press and Williams 2010: 194) 


To some extent, this has been the case for a long time, ever since 
mass communication allowed people to relate their own lives to 
everyone else's through shared media on a broad scale- in the f<mn 
of ~ewspapers and printed texts in the first place (reaching large 
audieJ_lces, as opposed to cave drawings and other earlier repre-
sentatiOns of hum~m experience, which couldn't be shared across 
space and time). But ~t's clear that this 'mediation' is becoming 
more and more endem1c as technology affords (for better or worse) 
a more mobile and constant, 24/7 engagement with media. De 
Zengotita offers a really filr-reaching version of this 'mediation' 
idea, suggesting that we have been transported to 'a place where 
everything is addressed to us, everything is for us, and nothing is 
beyond m anymore' (De Zengotita 2005: 11). 


This idea, which we will come back to later when we explore 
'posttnodemism', describes a time period that we are apparently in, 
when there is no longer any distinction between reality, ourselves and 
media - t:us is the extreme end of 'mediation' and one important 
challe~1ge tor the media student is to develop an info1med perspective 
on thiS - not only 'is it true', but if it is, is it the case everywhere, for 
everyon_e or in some places, for some people but not others? Is it global 
or does It depend on culture, geography, economics and polirics? 


So rather than kick off with a simple history of the media, we need 
to ~ook at th~ history of ideas about media and their importance in 
soctety. So thts chapter will present a chronological account of how 
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nur idea of 'the media' has developed from the printing press to 
,nn;mented reality and, alongside this history, how Media Studies 
IL1~ emerged, developed and expanded as an academic rcspo~se to. 
1 he importance of media in society. In addition, the ques~on (?} 
Media Studies itself and its status in contemporary educat1on -
hugely popular but sometimes controversial- will be explored. _The 
, hapter will move on to offer an overview of who or what constitute 
, nntcmporary media - the field of study for the comin~ years - and <~n 
1ntroduction to the key conceptual toolkit needed for such analys.ts, 
1\hich will then be covered in detail throughout the rest of the book. 


WHY STUDY MEDIA? 


Media Studies has 'failed' to change the world in some respects but it 


has had one significant victory - it is now possible to study popular 
culture like This is England within the formal education system. 


(Stafford 2010: 10) 


lhis statement says a lot about Media Studies and how it is diflerent 
w other academic subjects. We can draw out three key ideas that 
,Ire important to understand about the discipline. 


Firstly, the idea that studying something called 'popular' culture 
in schools, colleges and universities is a recent possibility. This suggest~ 
that education changes to respond to changing times, which is on 
one level obvious (what counts as 'history' for example, nmst be 
,,onstantly updated, and literature studies will accommodate recent 
works of fiction into 'the canon'). 13ut it does mean that Media 
Studies can be understood as a reaction to the growth of 'the 
media' aud there are all sorts of implications to that, as we shall see. 


Second, the claim that that this is a 'victory' that must, then, have 
been fought for. Why would that be a big deal? What is "popular' 
culture and why has it been traditional to study 'high culture' (litera-
l me, classical music, theatre, fine art) but only to 'consume' popular 
(or 'mass') culture such as films. Popular culture is different to high 
<'ulture in the sense that it doesn't have a 'canon' - a set of 'great 
works' that students must leam to 'appreciate' - and so this makes 
it more difficult tor the general public to understand subjects that put 
popular culture into the curriculum. It is, after all, generally a~ce~ted, 
that Shakespeare is somehow 'good for you', whether you hke lt or 
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not (a bit like fish and broccoli, many children would say). Popular 
culture, on the other hand, has the image of being just entertainment' 
and we understand education and entertainment as being necess-
arily disconnected. Lacey (2011) suggests that there is much in 
common between Dickens and soap opera so, democratically, they 
might be given equal weight in/by education, and goes on (2011: 46) 
to suggest that the proliferation of 'greatest ever' lists circulated 
between consumers of popular culture eventually have the sm1e 
kind of effect as their more highbrow canonical counterparts. 
No matter what the medium, genre or subgenre, we end up being 
told what we should consider to be the most valuable products 
within it. 


How n1.ight this be political in the sense that we might start to 
question the way that education is organized into subjects and 
'legitimate' areas of study? When commanded on Radio 4's Today 
Pro,gramme to 'ddend your discipline', we get the idea that what we 
are doing is controversial in some ways, or at least that some people 
are confused about the purpose of bringing 'everyday culture' into 
classrooms and lecture theatres. 


Third, the idea that Media Studies might want to 'change the 
world'. Would we expect mathematics teachers to talk in this way? 
Perhaps, in the sense that making people more numerate would he 
a good thing, but probably not in the same way that Stafford 
means - there is a notion, then, that Media Studies -·- in its creating 
of more 'media literate' citizens, is somehow a bigger project. 
Maybe thi..~ just gives Media teachers (me included) a greater sense 
of self-importance which, given the Radio 4 example above, wt• 
probably need! Or perhaps, if we accept that 'the media' does 
influence us and go some way towards constructing our ideologies 
of the world and the people around us, then studying media critically 
ought to be cons.idered a serious and important project for any 
mature democracy. Discuss! 


STARTING POINTS 


So, assuming that you are reading this book because you intend to 
study media, you have probably a fairly clear idea of why that would 
be a good use of your time (and money, most likely). Taking 
Stafford's ideas further, we will find that rationales tor Media 
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;,rttdies tend to be framed by three discourses (way of making sense 
nf things in language that come to construct accepted 'common 
~,,·nse' ideas about the world). These discourses sometimes combine 
~111d sometimes they conflict with one another. 


fHE 'POWERFUL MEDIA' DISCOURSE 


!'his is to do with the influence and effects that media have in our 
,·rmtemporary lives. lf something is influential and powerful, then 
knowing how it works and how it operates is important. Within 
1 his discourse, Media Studies cau take its place among similar areas 
tlf- knowledge such as politics, environmental studies, history (if you 
,Jrcept that the past bas influence on the present) and even 
.tstrophysics. 


IHE ECONOMIC DISCOURSE 


!'here are jobs for creative and technically gifted people in media 
1ectors and there arc jobs for media-savvy people in all areas of the 
economy, so within this way of thinking, Media Studies cx.ists to 
t'quip its students with creative skills that can help them m the 
jobs market on graduating. 


fHE 'MEDIA LITERACY' DISCOURSE 


Understood within this discourse, media students arc better equipped 
to communicate in the modem world if they have the analytical 
'ikills to critically interpret media texts - this makes Media Studies a 
kind of extension of English, but it also combines with the 'Powerfi.1l 
Media' discourse when it carries a protectionist weight - thJt is, 
when it is argued that people are better able to resist the power of 
'the media' if they are media literate. Equally, we can put the 
'Powerful Media' together with the economic discourse - one of 
the reasons why media is powertl.ll is because it is big business and 
because politicians are arguably as concerned with media 'spin' as 
they are with policies. And we can connect 'media literacy' to 
economics when we understand literacy as active and creative -
communicating effectively in new media environments is increasingly 
important for employers. 


9 
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On the other hand, though, there are tensions between these ways of 
understanding the subject - some courses are far more critical and aca-
demic, whlle others are more skills-based and creative. And if students 
can choose options within those courses, then it is difficult to say which 
version of Media Studies is at work. The most common rift is between 
the economic discourse and the others - if students are to be critical of 
media influence, then tills doesn't sit comfortably with the idea that 
they should be 'trained up' to be part of the process they are critiquing. 


You may question why we are putting 'the media' in these 
inverted commas here. The reason is that the idea of 'the media' is 
quite complex and needs some unpacking before we can go ahead 
with an introduction to Media Studies. So what follows is not simply 
a history of 'the media' but rather a history of how people have 
understood it, what people have thought it to be, over time. It's a 
chn~nological account of how media have changed - and how this 
has Impacted on the study of media - over time, from the printing 
p~ess to mass literacy to the advent of television, the emergence of' 
v1deogames and finally to broadband intemet ·- and the hotly contested 
argument that at this point the audience be~rin to make media 
the~nselves. Many readers of this book will be undertaking, or prt~:. 
panng to start out on, undergraduate Media Studies courses. 
and McDougall (2010) write about Media Studies in higher edtt"' 
cation and in particular the obsession many university de:partl:neJtlt'l! 
?ave had with sticking to 'single media' courses, ignoring the 
m which broader patterns of production, distribution and 
sumption might render such a view as outdated. Perhaps this 
something you can apply to your own degree course? 


So, you will have got the idea by now that Media Studies is 
outcome of a range of responses to the development of media 
society and that there is a degree of ongoing dialogue about 
should work and what students should do. This isn't a bad thinl' 
academic enquiry is all about discussion and argument. And as 
w11l see next, the debate goes on. 


WHAT ARE MEDIA? 


Media Studies is concerned with the relationship between 
m,edia, life and society and looks at these relationships in a 
of ways. There are quantitative and enviromnental questions 
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who is making use of what media and then qualitative questions about 
IJ, 1\\ they interpret media and its fi.mction in their lives. Change is a 


•· •ll~tant factor in this kind of enquiry. Then there is the question of 
1wccss, power and democracy - who owns and controls media and 


lui kinds of power might be exercised through such stmctural 
kJillr('S as concentrated ownership and corporate agendas? The 2011 


t>f'the TVi)rld phone-hacking scandal in the UK brings this to light 
1 ,.1 dearly, so the power and influence of media has perhaps never 
l,, <'ll more prominent in public discussion. Media Studies is also 
' '•lit erned with the nature of media texts and a r:.mge of approaches 
'"textual reception allow the media student to 'deconstruct' the ways 
111 which meaning is made in and between texts. This is informed by 
''ildi,'S of media audiences with particular ref:,>ard to demographics 


h .ts local or national culture, gender, sexuality, age, social class 
iH•I .1hility/disability. Sometimes these areas of focus are separated 


fVkdia Studies courses (for example, a unit on Textual Analysis, a 
.l!<<~thtle on Media Ownership or a coursework project on Female Film 


'l'tion) but often they are connected, and in that way a student of 
.!1.1 needs synoptic skill - making connections, synthesis, dialogue 


1,,.1 w<·<'ll ideas. 


H 1gh the history of people communicating with each other 
llluch further back and some histories of the media (defiw::d 


'"''llllmucation over a distance) begin in 776 nc with carrier 
l•ll'i, when we want to measure the importance of a new 
nnlogy that changes or enhances the ways in which we can 


nmicate, we tend to talk about the advent of the printing 
.t;; the one to measure new developments against. This was 


· 11<'d to Gutenberg in J 455. Once the printed word could be 
t•rndnced on a broad scale, 'mass literacy' was the outcome. 


,lphy didn't arrive - adding the tools with which people 
real life and preserve events in this way - for another 


which is staggeting when you consider the pace of more 
1 h~mge, as we will discuss. In 1843 (according to historical 
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accounts), the primitive aftordances of 'Morse Code' were devel-
oped into the more sophisticated telegraph - this was the first 
example of sending information (words) through space (using a 
wire) to arrive without much of a time-delay, something we take 
for granted, of course, 24/7, in our 'always-connected' lives. 


COMMUNICATIONS 


When the telephone was created in 1876, not only text on paper, 
but also real-time sounds (words, discussions, exchanged verbally) 
could be sent and received through a wire. Not long after, in 1898, 
photography was further developed into moving images in the 
form of film. This was probably the most amazing invention for 
people to come to tem1s with- it has become a well-worn cliche, 
which may have been embellished, but the historical narrative tells 
us that people were terrified when viewing a train approaching on a 
screen as they were unable to comprehend the distinction between 
reality and moving images. You will notice that, as we move for-
ward, the time between technological changes decreases - it took 
nwre than 300 years to go from the printing press to photography, 
but only 80 years or so to develop still photot,•-raphs into moving 
images. This 'change acceleration' continues strikingly as we move 
through history. 


MOVING PICTURES 


Film is invented in the late 19th century. So consider it this way -
it is only around 125 years s.ince film was invented, so that is very 
recent in the history of the human race, but the progress made fi:om 
the Lumiere Brothers' film of the train approaching to Avatar in 3D 
is striking in such a space of time (but unimpressive in relation to 
the pace of progress in the broadband age). 


Media Studies has traditionally been concerned with 'mass 
media'. As we will see, some argue that's an outdated concept in 
the era of Facebook and Y ouTube, but the subject was certainly 
designed to put the study of media texts, which were seen to have 
some influence over large groups of people into the curriculum. 
Mass media really began with the printing press, clearly, but because 
Media Studies and English have been kept apart, our subject has 
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1\'JEJded to see its origins as being in the early part of the 20th century, 
when both film and radio became mass media and their products 
were 'decoded' by large audiences all watching or listening at the 
'·.,Hne time and, as a result, celebrities were created and given the 
·,utus of icons- people whose screen/sound characteristics resonated 
with the public and represented issues of the time in ways which 
Media academics could analyse as culturally significant. But Media 
'·;t udies came out of more general theories of communication, origi-
ILtting in the US in the 1930s and then developed further (for obvious 
1 t\tsons) in response to the use made by the Nazis of 'propaganda' as a 
l!leans of persuading a mass audience. 


THE BLACK BOX 


I 'devision, now claimed by commentators to be 'in decline' and cer-
Ltinly in a period of online reinvention (in a 'post-broadcast' era, with 
'•\ nne notable mass-rating exceptions) arrived in the middle of the last 
•. entwy, in black and white and with a small number of channels in 
t11ost countries and periods of'down time' when nothing was sched-
uled. Outside of the public service broadcasting sector (in the UK, 
the BBC, fi.mded by the licence tee as a t<:mn of taxation in order to 
pn.~serve indt'pendence and tbe values of entertainment, education and 
t11timnation in equal measure), the commercial potential of television 
tur the obvious reason that the TV set is in our homes - was hamessed 
,111d survived as a lucrative m.arket until the era of 'on demand' and the 
1)nssibility of t:Jst-ft)!warding through the commercial break bl, in 
H'cent years, to a move toward online advertising. It's wotth pausing 
I wre to note that until the late 1990s, very few media cormuentators, 
,u1alysts or academics saw any real connection between media 
CIV, fum, radio, news) and computers, which were still categorized as 
tools for work or domestic administration- in most homes, computers 
wt:re put into offices or spare rooms, with oftice fumiture signifYing 
1 lt<:ir status, vety difterent from the 'shrine' of the family television with 
II'. ever-growing screen size and comfottable sun-oundings. 


EFFECTS 


~vkdia analysis (still not f()m1ally arranged as an academic subject) 
was largely focused on eftects and behaviour in the 1940s and 
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1950s . .As we shaU see later in this book, the 'effects model' is still 
prevalent in popular discourse, with a recent spate of interest in 
'internet addiction' but among Media academics this way oflooking at 
audience responses has been largely discredited, with notable attacks 
coming from Gauntlett (1998) and Barker and Petley (1998): 


Predictably, each new claim comes with an imprimatur of 'this time 
we've done it, this time we've finally proved it' - but never does an 


admission follow, when their claims fall apart (as they invariably do) that 
they were simply wrong in the first place. 


(Barker and Petley 1998: 2) 


Cinema survived various threats from the 1950s to the present 
day - first, the TV would kill the big-screen expetience, then the 
VCR definitely wouJd, but by the time DVD and then Blu-Ray 
arrived, the social arena of the multiplex, surround sound, !MAX 
and 3D had all played their part in recharging audiences' desires to 
see films together on big screens. This is important for us because 
we should learn from history to be sceptical about the claims made 
for how each new technology or mode of media consumption will 
replace entirely what cune before - the current version of this 
well-worn mantra relates to the future of newspapers and p1inted 
books, although you might think there is a much clearer distinction 
between watching a film on a laptop screen and in a 3D cinema 
than there is between reading a printed book and an electronic 
'Kindle' version. 


Media Studies arrived in the 1960s, as a tonnal academic subject 
with qualifications (or at least 'modes of delivcty' within the curri-
culum) and at this time it took its theoretical template from a range 
of models of the 'active audience' such as cultivation the01y and 
uses and gratifications but, at the same time, a view of the 'all 
powerful media' remained - with a focus on ideology, hegemony 
and, fl-om McLuhan, the framing nature of media in our con-
sciousness - 'the medium is the message'. Writing a long time 
before new digital media, McLuhan's idea was that the technology 
(television, for example) that brings us media content actively 
shapes our perceptions of reality: 


McLuhan, concerned with the connecting impulse of media, is 
cited by many as being something of a 'prophet' - foreseeing the 
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unpact of the internet long before it arrived (see Levinson 2001 ). 
1\hhnugh his work is retrospectively 'repackaged' to consider media 
power in both protectionist and emancipatory ways, it is clear 
1IL1t he was influential in developing an approach to media as 
lnrlil - rather than just its content - and that he was optimistic 
-d10ut technology: 


The introduction to the 30th anniversary edition of Understanding Media 
noted that much of what Mcluhan had to say made a good deal more 


sense in 1994 than it did in 1964. · 
(Scannell 2007: 139) 


1 )thers are critical of his 'technological determinism' - the 
J'isumption that technology in itself can bting cultural change 
without changes to broader structures - this debate rages on with 
regard to such recent examples as Wikileaks and the use of social 
media during political struggle in hitherto highly censorious 
ll<ltions. 


IDEOLOGY 


r;or media commentators and academics looking at thin~:-,ts fi·om the 
perspective of ideology (broadly speaking a Marxist view), media 
students' work is to identify ways in which 'the media' are used 
by the powerful to 'manufacture consent' (Chomsky 2002). This 
works in two ways - by representing news events in pmticular ways 
that justify the actions of the powerfill and marginalize the opposition 
to such actions fi·om the powerless, and by distracting us ti·om the 
really important power struggles in our lives with 'tranquitlizing' 
tools such as television: 


... the bewildered herd basically just have to be distracted. Turn their 


attention to something else. Keep them out of trouble. Make sure that 


they remain at most spectators of action. 
(Chomsky 2002: 19) 


This has remained (tightly) an imp01tant aspect of Media Studies - as 
the subject was partly developed out of a scrutiny of the Nazi use of 
propaganda, current debates about media power tend to oscillate 
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between the posltton that 'the media' has ceased to exist as a 
dominant agency of power, because of the complexity of the new 
'convergence culture' (Jenkins 2006) and the view that the powerful 
simply find ways of using the new social media to reinforce the 
existing power structures- the tenn for this is 'hegemony': 


A state of hegemony is achieved when a provisional alliance of certain 
social groups exerts a consensus that makes the power of the dominant 
group appear both natural and legitimate. Institutions such as the mass 
media, the family, the education system and religion, play a key role in 
the shaping of people's awareness and consciousness and thus can be 
agents through which hegemony is constructed, exercised and maintained. 


(Watson and Hill 2003: 126) 


As we shall see in the chapter 011 Powerfi.1l Media, hegemony and 
its alternative - plurality - have come into great prominence in 
the last year in the wake of the challenges to Rupert Murdoch's · 
media empire in response to the Ni!ws <!f the World phone-hacking 
scandal. 


Stanley Cohen's 1972 book Folk Dt•llifs and Moral Panics is the 
most cited example of a sociolof,rical approach to subcultures and 
behaviour that is partly a response to media representation. Cohen 
was writing about young people in the days of mods, rockers and 
punks and his focus was on a range of elements that made up 
'semiotic resistance' to mainstream ideology - music, clothes, drugs, 
behaviour. In this classic model, he f<mnd that newspaper exag-
geration of 'deviant' behaviour (a moral panic) would lead to the 
'deviant' group in question playing up to and ampli 
the deviance and a much broader group of young people joining · 
than was/would have been the case prior to the moral panic. 
recently, there have been a host of media moral panics, perhaps 
ironically about certain tonus of media. In the 1980s there were 
'video nasties', arising from the distorted representation of the 
Bulger murder as being 'caused' by Child's Play 3 (there remains 
evidence that this film was viewed by the children who nuirdler<ed' 
Bulger). Videogame violence (and addiction) has been the 
of an ongoing moral panic for decades and more recently the dan2:ers 
of the internet for children have been the cause of a wi.despr·ea( 
but poorly articulated discourse of 'concem'. Sue Palmer's 
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( :llildhood remains, at the time of writing, the clearest example of 
1.!ns particular panic and in 2008, Tanya Byron was commissioned 


the Labour Government of the time to produce a comprehensive 
wview of the dangers of new media and, in particular, videogames 
lnr children. The Byron Review (2008) came to the following 
, , ,ndusions: 


It is vitally important that the sole or primary cause of violence or other 
behaviours such as excessive use in children is not identified as the 
media or video games per se. Neither should the media be seen as 
playing no role. Many researchers are now arguing for a more compre-
hensive approach to these questions of social importance, which begir'\ 
with an account of the problem or behaviour of interest (e.g. aggression) 
and carry out a comprehensive examirlation of all the factors that might 
impact on that, including the influence of the media. 


(Byron 2008: 158) 


> 111e strand of Media Studies, then, has bt'en- and always will be -
, uncemed with the relationship between either 'the media' (in the 
, .1se of the broader ideological approaches, informed by Chomsky 
wd others) or various f(mns of media and 'the audience' or indivi-
du:tls in a society making use of media. And an aspect of this is the 
.ltl:tlysis of various kinti~ of'eft(x:t~'. These are broad, 'macro' questious 
!ur Media students to explore. 


CULTURAL STUDIES 


lrnm the beginnings of media research and analysis in the 1930s, 
1hmugh to the development of Media Studies as a popular aca-
dtmic subject in the .1980s and 1990s, this interest in the influence 
of media at a 'macro' level was get1erally combined with textual 
,mtlysis and the subsequent practical construction of texts at the 
udcro. The work of the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies 
l!l Birmingham, England was fonmtive (see Hall 1980) because it 
prnvided specific case studies of how audience decoding of media 
kxts' encodings was related to structural factors - age, gender, social 
t.Li>S, occupation. Morley's seminal Nationwide study (1981) showed 
h• 1W different groups responded in different ways to the 'preferred 
l•\1ding' of this mainstream, current affairs/news programme and that 
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these responses seemed to be influenced by their demographic 
professional pro6les. The sustained influence of Morley's 
along with Hall's, is demonstrated by a recent 'remix' of this 
which was attempted (McDougall 201 0) by applying the Nal'ionwld1 
model to .American drama 'nte Vflire. 


STRUCTURALISM 


In the 1960s and 1970s, the structuralist 'semiotic' approach 
hugely influential and has remained so at the micro, textual 
Ba1thes' 'classic' Mythol<~i;ies (1984) was not explicitly focused 
media but it contributed a way oflooking at language, images, · 
and symbols that helped media analysts to consider the ways 
which our responses to media texts are framed by our J·eading of 
symbolic language that is entirely cultural and based on oppo,sition 
and relations between significations. In other words, it is the 
ference between things, not the properties of individual things, 
constructs meaning - you need to understand the whole 
(which Barthes calls 'myth') to decode a single sign: 


Signs, far from 'naturally' or simply 'labelling' the real world, are 
constructed, and never as 'natural' as they seem. Semiotic ao1::>roac~'~"' 
rightly suggest there is no neat boundary between the real and 
imagined, indeed that they interpenetrate one another. 


Understood in this way, everything we see is a sign, and it ' 
a meaning. The basic meaning of the sign that most people 
recognize and agree on, is known as the signifier. The more 
individual meanings that people give to signs are known as 
signi6ed. At a simple level, this approach was influential in 
the concept of 'media language', which refers to written, verbal, 
verbal, aural and Jesthetic communicJtion and usually a coJtllb,in;ltic 
of these. For example, in television drama, a phone convc~>:atiol 
betvveen two characters in different locations can only be 
stood by the audience because of the relationship between 
camera angles (close-ups, head and shoulder shots or longer 
showing location context), non-verbal performance (facial 
sions during the phone conversation) and dialogue (what they 
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l1 1~hting (to provide a meaningful atmosphere), editing (so we can 
t"llow the conversation and so that continuity is correct) and sound 
( lf!llospheric music or 'diegetic' sound such as a door opening). 
When we watch television, we don't need to think about these 
dillll:);S, so they are unobtrusive. What we see appears to be 
•A 1.1ightforward and conventional. Over time, we come to expect 
, , nain styles of 6lming, acting, editing and sound for ~ertain types 
, " programme. So we can 'read' the tnedia languag~ as easily as 


can understand our friends in conversations without having to 
t•, all the meaning of every word. 


Post-structuralism departed from structuralism with an emphasis 
, •11 trying to resist generalizing systems in order to spend more 
Hn\\' looking for differences - for example, Butler's Gender Trouble 
! 1 '!'10) asserts that gender is entirely cultural and that we pe1fonn 
vender differences in our daily lives. In Media Studies, i11 the micro 


students look at films, TV programmes, websites, videogames 
wd 'deconstruct' the ways in which these texts m<tke sense by 


1 •nnbining signitkrs that we think we recognize as related to the 
J• .11 world but are, at least partly, 'mythological'. 


Many of the key concepts that provide a frameworl< f(:n· Media 
',wdies- genre, nanative, represe-ntation and ideology ;n·e inf()rmed 


a structuralist approach -·· the relationship between genre con-
H'IJtions, nan:ative themes, 'stock' representations and how these 
ttltivate dominant ideas about people and places. But it is difficult 


hH Media Studies to remain at the anicro or even textual level for 
long because, unlike rmmy other sul~jects, it is already con-


ted to cvcrytllitzg that media represent, and as such it can never 
cnmpletely self-regarding. Media are ofl:en cited as being a major 


I"'"' in the development of globalization so itt this semc they are 
'"illH'cted to politics, economics and geography. Consider this state-
mmt from the fiunous media analyst, campaigner aod journalist 
.fP!Hl Pilger and you can sec how difficult it would be to decouple 


of media trom analysis of much broader macro structures 
m tlw modern world: 


One of the most pervasive myths is that we live in an 'information age'. 
We actually live in a media age, in which most of the available information 
i~ repetitive, politically safe and is limited by invisible boundaries. 
Certainly, media technology, such as the 'digital revolution', may appear 
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to offer more choice and greater horizons, yet the media itself is actually 
shrinking in terms both of its ownership and editorial agenda or worldview. 


(Pilger 2001: 15) 


GLOBAL MEDIA 


For a contemporary 'case study', to study the media reporting of 
political unrest in Libya in 2011, we would need to know some-
thing about politics in Libya. And this means that there is a need 
to try to retain an 'international' perspective on media. To ttace the 
development of global media, in the 1980~. theories of globalization 
became important as technological change (satellite television) 
combined with political changes in Africa, Asia and South America 
to create new 'hybrid media product>' (McMilliu 2007) that combined 
successful f(n-mats from Western television series with local clements 
to 'translate' more successfully (as 'glocalized' versions) into these 
new territories. The impact of such cqltural importing has been 
vie,ved as more or less positive depending on which theoty 
globalisation or 'cultural itnperialism' ti:arnes the analysis but one 
constant problem has been the way that looking at 'Third World' 
media developments from a Western vantage point often reduces 
the developing nation to the status of 'the other' and so the voices 
of the people are marginalized as they are spoken 'on behalf of' 
by researchers. More sustained ethnographic research, 
media academics spend longer in the 'situated' context of me 
consumption has been seen as a solution to this problem, de·:.>er1tx~d 
by McMillin as: 


... the importance of putting the media in their place in the social lives 
their consumers. The intersection of popular culture with mass media 
the daily lives of audiences and ethnographies of how this inbers•ection 
ir)forms their sense of self and culture will provide a rich understa 
of how global interacts with local. 


(McMillin 2007: 1 


NEW MEDIA? 


We compared the 'change acceleration' of the 20th centmy to 
came before and viewed it as incomparable. But the changes 
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media from the mid-1990s to 2011 Qust over 15 years) could 
reasonably be considered as significant as the advent of mas~ literacy, 
but taking hundreds of years less to impact on the fabric of our 
lives. Weh 2.0 has become a shared label for the point ;1t which 
the internet became more like Tim Berners-Lee (its inventor) ima-
gined it to be -a place where we can share, participate, create and 
mtcract. So the idea is that Web 1.0 was a 'push down' intemet, 
defined, like the rest of 1nass media, by elite producers providing 
'oqtent tor audiences (web browsers) but now Web 2.0 ~;1llows us 
to make the media for ourselves - a .media landscape ddined by 
horizontal connection rather than vertical 'delivery' -- although we 
will see later on that it's a little more complicated than this when 
we look at how content is filtered. 


Every year, Time Magazine -·- produced in America but sold all 
dVt>r the world - names an individual as 'person of the year' fix 
1 heir contribution to the human race. In 2006, its chosen person 
was 'you' all of us, Kll· our collaborative role in the devdopment 
of 'the age of infim11ation'. 


This is the point (at the start of this cmtury) where Media 
Studies started to get confused and its this statt' of complexity that 
wv encounter here ill this introduction to the subject. 'To put it 
.rndely, this book would have been a lot more straightforwaxd ten 
n~ars ago, but the good news is that it's <l lot more iuterestiug now. 
!"en years ago, we Would haw analysc•d dilii:·reut media sectors 


111 relative isolation li01n one another film, TV, news, even 
1 ideogamcs. We would have looked at theories of mass audiences 
.111d of ideology how 'big media' inHuencc us in ways that we 
might see as political or corporate. Now, it's not so easy to say 
where one media ends and anotlwr begins, or where the producet.-s 
rml and the consumers begin. 


['his state of coufi.1sion is all down to convergence. Media 
~>ntdies' first response Vv:t'l to separate the lntcmet thnu the traditional 
'f!qcepts and content of the curr.icuhm1, so students might take a 
nnit or module in 'New Media' or 'Online Media'. New Media is 
Ml!i a term that you will find in the titles ofbooks and cm1rses, and 
111 the context of this long history we could still use the htbel with 
<,ome credibility. But in the lifespan of the m;ljority of Media stu-


there is nothing 'new' about the Internet. Gauntlett argues 
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The view of the Internet and new digital media as an 'optional extra' is 
replaced with recognition that they have fundamentally changed the 
ways in which we engage with all media. 


(Gauntlett 2007: 2) 


If so, then the study of contemporary Media is the study 
the Intemet. But does that mean that every YouTube upload, 
every blog or even evety tweet can be studied within the curricu-
lum? Or is it only 'mass media', in its online tonn, that co 
Are virtual worlds 'media texts' or just places - no more a 
product than your own town or city? Media Studies hasn't 
decided what to do about these questions at the moment, 
perhaps a part of your job as a student of media will be to work 
some of the answers. 


There are, or course, 'lighter' and 'heavier' things to study iu 
world of 'Media Studies 2.0', On the one hand, the 
we have just posed -- do the 1nany versions of Dramatic Cat 
YouTube count as media texts worthy of academic study, al 
The Social Network? But on the other, there is the function of. 
1nedia in fran, Tunisia and Egypt where citizens were able 
organize and protest with hitherto impossible levels of oq;aiJ1iZa1tio 
through the affordances ofTwittcr. The balance of power shH1:s-
to what extent? 


Cmcially, it should always be in your mind that studying 
is about questions of cui tun.\ not of technology. Education tends 
try to neatly categorize and separate these things - so English 
dents look at poetty, Media students look at videogames and 
students know about technology. But how people use te(:lulolo: 
to tespond to, and create, texts is a cultural issue. The 
warning against 'technological detenninism' (whereby we end 
over-celebrating IT developments without applying sn 
criticality to their role in culture) comes from de la Feunte: 


In a perverse irony, cultural studies academics and sociologists 
study media have come to mirror the techniques used by those 
have often been keen to differentiate themselves from - namely, 
in marketing and consumer research. 


(de le Fuente 2011: 
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HOWTO STUDY MEDIA 


!\rademic courses related to media generally adopt a series of key 
'l)n~eptual approaches. These might be more or less practically 
.~pphed and each teaching department will have its theoretical 
preferences, but generally speaking the toolkit you will need -- and 
which we will make use of throughout this book - contains the 
1; ,no wing instrmnents of analysis: 


I fXTUAL DECONSTRUCTION 


At its simplest level media literacy is the ability to use a range of media 
and be able to understand the information received. At a more 
advanced level it moves from recognising and comprehending informa-
tion to the higher order critical thinking skills such as questioning, ana-
lysing and evaluating that information. This aspect of media literacy is 
sometimes referred to as 'critical viewing' or 'critical analysis'. 


{OFCOM statement, 2007} 


l'hc fcmn of a media text is its shape and structure and tlw combi--
nation of the 'micro' clements such as, f()r radio, dialogue, music 
.md atmospheric sound, cflccts, editing and ambience. The fi:)!·m of 
1 text is instantly recognizable to the audience - f(>r exarnple, soap 
"i'L'ra, a third person shooter videogame, newspaper, historical 
I dm drama. The style of a text is the way the text uses tht• f(mn. 
''ludying media texts (sornetimes neatlv separated from each other 
hke films and TV shows, and somt:times , .. and incre;lsingly -~ 
lntertextually connected to other texts oulim· and thus wm•c~ged) 
JIHI pulling them apart to see how they have been pnt together to 
nuke meaning in relation to geure (types and categories of texts with 
•. ,·l!i of conventions that make them recob"llizable to audiences); uarra-
t/1'(' (ways of telling stories through editing and implication) and reJm>-
UI1tatiou (how media texts relate to our ideas of the 'real world' by 
\!v)presenting reality in various ways). Convt•ntions ai·c usually 
described as the 'ingredients' of a particular form or genre. For 
\'!\ample, there are 'mles of engagement' for news broadcasts and the 
CV·IY games are marketed sh;u·e a range of conventions with 
ll"llywood film franchises. Another example is period drama, a sub-


with a range of necessary ingredients, which are expected by 
audience, making conventions 'contt·actual' in nature.-








AUDIENCE THEORIES 


Arguably, audience research has always revolved around issues of 
power. Either we want to know what the media do to people, what 
people do to media, or perhaps, what people do to themselves and 
others with media. 


(Ruddock 2007: 25} 


These have developed, over time, fi·om models of pJssive audiences 
'receiving' messages from media to more active 'reception' the-
ories through to the more contemporary and 'postmodern' schools 
of thought that see the idea of 'the audience' itself as problematic -
'the concept fonnally known as the audience', even. The relation-
ship between generalized models of audience behaviour and actual 
evidence from sustained research is important and the best way t(n· 
media students to engage with audience the01ies is always to 
undertake their own audience research. 


THEORIES OF IDEOLOGY 


Hegemony is the ability of the ruling classes to rule by consent, by 
evolving a consensus for the ruling sentiments through everyday cultural 
life, including media representation of the world. 


(Sardar and Van Loon 2000: 72) 


These are those 'macro' approaches to the long-tenn 'cultivating' 
impact of media on how we see the world and each other. fi·om 
the mediating influence of body image cultivation and its potential 
link to eating disorders in children to the more 'Big P' political 
influence (such as Murdoch's power over politicians, challenged fiJr 
the t]xst time in decades in the UK as a result of phone-hacking 
revelations) analysed by Chomsky and including less measurable 
issues around what we come to view as 'non11al' and 'deviant'. 
Studyjng media always includes this socio-political dimension and 
questions of democracy, ownership and power as well as the degree 
to which we can resist and rework the mainstream circulation of 
media meaning through things like fan activity, 'remix culture' and 
citizen media. 
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I HFORIES OF IDENTITY 


A focus on identity requires us to pay close attention to the diverse ways 
in which media and technologies are used in everyday life, and their 
consequences both for individuals and for social groups. 


(Buckingham 2008: 19} 


We started this hook by ~ituating Media Studies as 'everyday', sttting 
1 h.1t our daily lives are mediated. If that's trlJc, then how can we say 
where our identities and media begin and end? Media do not solely 
determine our identities, of course, but they play a role and various 
,,c;H.temic ways of studying how humans negotiate identities offer 
tmportant methods f<lr connecting media to the broader tapestry of 
tndividual, local, collective, national and gltlhal culture. In addition, 
more recent theories and research intervet1tions are exploring the 
possibilities f(x anonymous activity and 'playfi.Jl' subversion of 
tdentity in online spaces and virtual worlds, so this area is becpming 
ever more important in studying media ,,. but also m,ore cornplex. 


fHEORIES OF CREATIVITY 


The web has enabled people to cast off the primarily slumped, passive 
model of twentieth century 'leisure time', and given them the opp~rtunity 
to embrace a more social and connected life of creative exchang~. 


(Gauntlett 2011a: 237) 


Most of the time, studying media involves lllaking media, and :1fter all 
you dou 't need to be a media academic these days to do this. Theories 
that look at what being creative actually means are becoming more 
useful in Media Studies. If we produce our own versions of media 
texts hut stay t~tithti1l to the conventions of 'real media', is this 
creative or just imitation? Or is all imitation an act of parody which 
is always creative, a reworking of a template and its meanings? As 
'prostuners' increasingly make their own media, do we still need 
professionals to teach u~ the 'craft' of making interesting wprk in 
any medium (or across converged 'transmedia' spaces)? And what 
is tbe relationship between media, commetce and art? 


For media students, the important skills to develop here are 
being ctitically reflective (situating your own creative work in the 
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contexts of identity and conceptions of audience) and being able to 
'theorize' your own creativity applying the conceptual toolkit 


outlined above to your own material. 


WHO ARE MEDIA? 
This is the most factual and (potentially) straightf()rward area of Media 
Studies - you need to know which companies and corporations 
produce the 1nedia we consume and who owns those cornp:mies. 
The complex element of this is taking an informed position on the 


political and economic debates around these tacts. 
Web 2.0 has made it a lot more diflicnlt to pin down the relationship 


between ownership of media and influence on society than it used 
to be, in the days betorc people could make their own media or 
interact more tangibly online with media. So we arc left with a 
contradiction -· as we might expect a breakdown of the dominant 
corporations, as 'we media' takes over, w'~ have actually seen an 
increased concentration of ownership and it is certainly the case that 
the most seemingly 'democratic' Web 2.0 platl(mus are in many 
cases owned by the same huge conglonwmtes that had a stronghold 
over 'old media' and the ownership pattems of broadcast and pdnt 


media stay the same. 


MEDIA ECONOMICS 


There is a clear relationship between media economics and media 
power. While the internet (;md Web 2.0 in particular) h;1s trans~ 
f(mned the media environment so that the user can become 
producer and content can be organically developed and shared, it 
still the case that concentrated ownership ensures that the 11 
for media comes from, and is retumed to, with profits, a 
duster of super-powerfi.1l companies. These include 
Google, Time Warner, Disney and News Corporation - t•ach 
these bas a market share of between $50 bil}ion and $150 
The importance of conglomerate economics is another 
factor because it complicates matters in an important way. 
example, all of the major Hollywood studios also own co:mT:•ani 
producing and distributing television, music, newspapers, t1ubli.shi[n 
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and games. And the Internet has, despite all the hype around its 'we 
media' potential, followed the same pattem: 


With a few exceptions, there is little debate that a shrinking number of 
corporations control more and more of the firms prodw;:ing media 
content and the firms that own the conduits through which that content 
flows .... While there may well be an almost infinite number of sites 
on the internet, it turns out that virtually all of those who seek out 
information use a very small number of sites, most of which are owned 
by very large media corporations. 


(Press and Williams 2010: 41) 


This is a different kind of ownership aild control, though. It is 
cOJ:ti~ll by l_ilter in a media landscape char;1cterized by an abt!ndallce 
of mfornntton and content:, wlwreas in the linear age, control was 
achieved by being the main provider in ;I landsc1~W of scarcity .. So 
the. contemporary media environment is about ;l prolikration of 
ch01ce and content some of which we produce tor ourselves, but it 
is also ddined by tight concelltration of how we filter this c<intcnt. 


Here we an· generalizing and studyi11g 1nedia involves ;l\vareness 
of norms and exceptions, gt'nt't"<llizatiom and iJ.Konsistendcs. Pnr 
example, Hollywood dominates world citletll<l and thi~ situation 
is analysed by mcdi;l theorists as a state of wltmal imperiali~;m, but 
;1t tht' sa_nw time we cap see that diaspota (the dispersal tl(. pe(lple 
.md the1t· cultures across the Wt)rld) ensures that Bollvwood is a 
strong rival a simi.lar imlustry in scale and economics' hut with a 
very ditli:rent audience structllre Indian comnnu1ities dispersed 
around the globe wantiug to connect to their 'heritage' culture, as 
opposed to the 'gloc.tlization' of Hollywood all over the world. Ju 
addition, there are courltlit.'S where medi<l is overtly state-controlled, 
but again there arc great ditt;,•n.·nces ill how this is mamged. The 
Chinese govermnent is constantly attempting to censor media hut 
recently their relationship with Google has been stretched due to 
this. In the UK, the BBC operates as a public service bro;itkaster 
and a n~ista~e many Media students nLtke when l'irst researc'hing it 
tsto dunk It JS state---controlled. In f:ict, UK ta"x-payers o'wn the 
BBC and that makes it 'super-independent' of government but the 
ref:,>Ulation of the BBC is an area where UK g~wernments <lttempt 
greater or lesser control, depending oh their political agenda 
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(whether they want more or less control of media or whether they 
want mote or less competition for other companies to challenge the 
BBC). In conmmnist Cuba, connections to the outside (capitalist) 
world have traditionally been greatly restricted but the Cuban 
government has actively harnessed new media technology f\)r 
economic developments internally and, since Fidel Castro's health 
declined, he has used the internet instead of TV and radio broad-
casting to communicate to the Cuban population. However, tbere 
is a (perhaps teclmolobrically detenninist) view that the Internet 
will, ultimately, break down state control in Cuba, but this warning 
from Venegas should warn us to guard against such a complacent 
view in any context: 


In no way does access to the Internet equate with a potential for 
democracy. The determinist assumption behind such an equation 
assumes that access to more information and new tools to promote 
individual action leads to the creation of politicized communities able 
and willing to oppose hegemonic political and economic structures. 
Prescribing this logic for Cuba fails to consider inherent economic lim-
itations (such as low wages and expensive hardware) that prevent the 
majority of the population from even owning a computer. 


(Venegas zmo: 93) 


So we can sec that a successful student of media must ht· cardi.tl to 
avoid such prescription ··- ;~ssuming a worldview ti-om a We~tern, 
developed nation perspective and seeing change and transf(mnation 
as being consistent across borders. At the s:.1me time, it is tme that 
patterns of power - the relationship bctw••en ownership, control, 
regulation, inf(mnation :md expression are changing, and that 
technology is playing a big part in that, albeit hugdy staggered 
'revolution'. 


THE FUTURE 


In 2011, a range of academics, researchers and teachers joined forces 
to create a 'Manifesto for Media Education' (Fraser and Wardle 
2011) to look ahead to the ti.1ture and describe the directions 
Media Studies might follow. Here are a selection of the statements 
and suggestions, appearing simply in alphabetical order, followed by 
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so111e synthesis of the common them('!> the elements that appl'ar 
in bold type are those W(' are drawing out t()l- our overview: 


There is little doubt about the central role of the media~·- and qf consumer 
culture more broadly ~ in the continqing transformation of modern 
societies. 


(Buckingham) 


The point of media education is to critique power and the power of 
meaning making. 


(Fenton) 


Ultimately, Media Studies should encourage creative thinking and 
creative making. Modia Studies should give people the toolr. - or help 
them to invent the tools ·~ which will foster creative exchange between 
individuals and groups. 


(Gauntlett) 


Media Education has the potential to be a disruptive catalys~ transport-
ing learning into the 3rd millennium. 


(Heppe II) 


Media education needs to be framed for participants, a role distinct 
from yet closely related to both producers and consumers a;; they were 
classically conceived. 


(Jenkins) 
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rlw ttltlttu~ of' ~c:hrl(>logy, which should be a primary job of media 
Qduc:~tors, is generally assumed to be the territory of so-called Neo-
Luddites. It's possible to be a media user and a critic simultaneously. 


(Lopez) 


In an age of user-generated content, visual methods and cultural con· 
vergence, Media teachers need to get their geek on. 


Education should be, fundamentally, philosophical, by which I mean 
driven by questions about knowledge, pow<~r and being. Given that the 
media are constitutive of knowledge, power and being it seems reasonable 
to argue that media education should be philosophical. 


(Readman) 


Media education processes may really become important in order to 
achieve a higher order of media literacy, both for media readers and 
media makers. 


(Reia-Baptista) 


Instead of pushing media education as if it were a discipline, I look for 
opportunities to integrate multiple literacies into broader design ele· 
ments like problem-solving, experiential learning, collaborative le·arning, 
scenarios, simulations, models and interdisi:iplinary learning. 


Media courses for many students offer pleasure and enjoyment oflearning, 
and we would argue that there is nothing inherently wrong with that! 


(Wardle) 


Viewing the tag cloud derived from these future-gazing projections, 
it's dear that there remains a strong belief that Media Studies is 
more of a catalyst for changing people - and then, by stealth, 
changing society- than other academic subjects would claim to be. 
The prominence of the word 'change' indicates both that the con-
tributors are in agreement that media is changing but equally that 
studying media can change the dynamics between powe1ful media 
and people in a democracy. If there were any doubt about the 
status of Media Studies as a humanities discipline (and for some, it 
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,hmld be thought of as interdisciplinary), the significance of 'people' 
"'-ould suggest that engaging with it takes students beyc!nd a mere 
vocational training in skills and compctences. Other words looming 
l.trge are 'culture', 'creative' and 'social", again rooting thf~ subject in 
tl1t' study of the everyday, but with a pew focus on how people are 
, n:ative producers of their own media or at least creative respon-
dents to 'real media'. The disagreements are over the degree to 
which we should see these changes ;\S detennined by technology 
.md with that the t~xtent to which t1~chnical advances/nffordances 
•hould necessarily be celebrated and also the degree to which 
cvetyday creativity is more significant chan the practices of powerfi1l 
li!Cdia corporations. Perhaps Cary Bn:~algette's contribution is the 
most helpful to an introductory book such as this, so we shall take 
it as an 'agenda' foJ' what follows, and: fix your engageJhents with 
fV!edia Studies in tlw future: 


Is it all about challenging the high culture-popular culture divide? Is it all 
about protecting young people from, or arming them against, the 
media's endemic Violence, sexuality, n1oral turpitude, cultural super· 
ficiality or ideological conspiracies? Is it more about vocatiOnal training 
to encourage talent and sustain our creative industries? Or i.<i it now just 
all about getting on top of the new digital technologies ~\nd learning 
how to use them effectively? My response here is to ask: wHy shouldn't 
media education do all of these? 


(C. Bazalgette in Fraser and \lilardle, 2011) 


SUMMARY 


This chapter has introduced you to the idea that 'media'' is a broad 
term to describe a range of texts and activities. We have explored the 
debates around media and their importance to people and in society 
and we have traced a history of comrnunication, media and tech-
nolot,>y and, alongside this, a history of methods for studying media. 
Finally, we have looked to the tuture to anticipate where the study of 
media might take us in the next few years. The ideas an•.J examples 
covered in this chapter can lead to the following sununative ~;tatements: 


* Media Studies is carried out and interpreted in rest)onse to a 
range of discursive ideas about media, people in evhyday life 
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a11d ideas about society, power and dernocracy. It's complicated, 
and people don't agree about it. 


* Di.gitaJ technologies have played, and are playing, a transformative 
role in the relatiomhip between people and media. This will 
continue and accelt.iTate, so Media Stu.dies is goii1g to change, 
atJ d will keep chang;ing. 


* Despite this pace of change, there al't: some stable thepretical 
concepts that have been in place since .Media Studies began and, 
while these will have to adapt, they are likely to survive in the 
h11:ure and they are genre, narrative, representation, ideolqgy and 
mldience. 


* Also despite great changes in media choice and access, it is still 
tho~ case that a small munbcr of big nndtinational corporations 
di:m1inatc media ovVnership and so stiJdents of media need to 
analyse what this t'lleans in terms of power, information and · 
inliuence in contentporary society. At the time of writing, this 
equation was more pl'uminent in public discourse than ever befi)re, 
ir~ the wake of the r··Jews Corporation phone-hacking scap.dal, so 
the study of media a11d power is far froril an outdated area. 


* Theories of creativity are becoming more important to s~udcnts 
of media as more and more ordinary people start to make their 
<Ywn media. 


* Bi:::ing a student of media always involves making media, but 
the critical perspectives are the same whether we are analysing 
'teal' media or our own creative work -·· these arc questi1ons 
p,:)wer, representatkm, identity (loctl, national, globnl) 
meaning-making. For these we need high levels of critimlmedia 
literacy. 


FURTHER READING 


All itf the work referred to in this chapter is listed in th~: 
ography at the end of the book, but the key recommended ·rea.du1g 
on the material covered in this chapter is as follows: 


Bucki::1gham, D. (ed) (20!m) Youth, Identity and L>t;~TJ'tal Media. Cambridge, 
M[T Press. 


A colLection of research-ba~:.ed articles exploring t,he role of digital media in 
lives of young people and i.ts role in tonning idct1tities. 
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< homsky, N. (2002) }Vfedia Control: flu~ Spictawlar Achievemmts 1;,f Propaganda. 
New York: Seven ~\tories. 


fi.n introduction to Chomsky's classic tht:.ory of how media ·'manufacture 
dmsent'. 


de Zengotita, T. (200):;) Mediated: How the Media Shape Your vV.•rld. London: 
13loomsbury. 


I he theory of 'mediat)on' is important to C1>ntemporaty Media Srudies. 


h·,1ser, P. and Wardk, J (2011) A 1\rfan{fi~slo .fi" !vlcdia Erhtcatiot!, www.m:mi 
festofhnnediaeducation.,·o.uk. 


I "·ominent Media Stut.lies teachers and acad,.·mics looking to the Htture of the 
·:tibject. 


l'i·ess, A. and Williams, H. (2010) 'f1w Nm1 Media Euuironmcrtt; ill>' lntrodurtio11. 
Oxford: Wiley-Bbckwell. 


Anplies a rangt: of media theories to the speci!i.c, changing nature of 21st ccntu rv 
niedia. ' 
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